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1 Program Derivation

The name program derivation refers to a family of semi-formal methods for calculating
programs from their specifications. An obviously correct specification is written and then
stepwise transformed into an executable and efficient program. The Algebra of Programming
is one of the methods, which derives functional programs from relational specifications. We
will demonstrate how a greedy algorithm for the activity-selection problem [2] is derived in
the AoP style. As a teaser, the main derivation looks like

max ≤` · Λ(mutex · subseq)
= { fusion }

max ≤` · Λ(foldR (outr ∪ (cons · compatible)) nil)
⊇ { strengthening }

max E · Λ(foldR (outr ∪ (cons · compatible)) nil)
⊇ {Greedy Theorem }

foldR (max E · Λ(outr ∪ (cons · compatible))) nil
= { cleaning up }

foldr compatible-cons [ ].

2 Mechanised Formalisation

The Curry-Howard correspondence connects logic to programming by pointing out that
“propositions are types, and proofs are programs”, and thus identifies proof writing with
programming. Based on this correspondence, languages with more expressive type systems,
like the dependently-typed functional language Agda, are able to enforce total correctness
at compile time. We will demonstrate how to encode the entire derivation for the activity-
selection problem in Agda, whose type checker takes the responsibility of verifying that every
single deduction step is valid. Once a term of type1

∃ (λ f → f · fin-ordered v (max ≤` • Λ(mutex · subseq)) · fin-ordered)

is constructed, an executable program can be extracted from the term. Agda’s type checker
guarantees that the extracted program correctly solves the activity-selection problem.
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1This is legal Agda syntax — Agda fully supports Unicode.


